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Name:  Julien Wu 

Title:  Director, Regulatory Affairs 

Organization:  Evolugen by Brookfield Renewable 

Email:   

Date:  May 3 2023 

 

To promote transparency, feedback submitted will be posted on the Long-Term RFP 

engagement page unless otherwise requested by the sender. If you wish to provide confidential 

feedback, please mark “Confidential”. 

Following the LT2 RFP Guidance Document webinar on April 18, 2024, the Independent Electricity 

System Operator (IESO) is seeking feedback from participants on the items discussed during the 

session. The presentation material and recording can be accessed from the engagement web page. 

 

Please submit feedback to engagement@ieso.ca by May 3, 2024.  

 

 

 

Feedback Form 

https://www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Engagement-Initiatives/Engagements/Long-Term-RFP
mailto:engagement@ieso.ca
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Guidance Document: Readability and Layout 

Topic Feedback 

Do you have any advice or feedback on the 

style, layout and overall readability of the 

April 2024 Deliverability Guidance Document 

released by the IESO? 

 

 

Guidance Document: Content 
Topic Feedback 

Are there any specific areas of the 

Deliverability Guidance Document that you 

would like to provide feedback on from a 

technical and/or content-specific point of 

view? 

 

If so, please be as specific as possible in your 

feedback and consider using page numbers 

and content title where possible to ensure the 

IESO can consider your feedback accurately 

 

 

Do you find the preliminary connection 

guidance information sufficient for your siting 

needs?  If you feel more information is 

required, please be specific on what other 

information you would find useful. 

 

 

General Comments/Feedback: 

Evolugen by Brookfield Renewable appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback.  

We commend the IESO interconnection team’s effort to improve the information available to 

proponents of various IESO RFPs. In comparison to earlier guidance for interconnection and 

deliverability testing, this version presents vastly improved information and accounted for much of 

the feedback from industry stakeholders. Your efforts would help encourage industry participation in 

future RFPs. 

We recommend the additional improvements below for the LT2-RFP and beyond to help proponents 

site and develop projects in an expeditious and economical manner.   
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- Please confirm the key dates and timeline for the pre-bid deliverability assessment process 

(e.g., information submission due date and testing outcome release date...) at the project 

level. Please confirm if this process will follow a similar sequence and timeline as the Exp- and 

LT1-RFPs. In particular, please confirm how much time would be available to proponents 

between the pre-bid deliverability outcome’s release date and the final bid date. A longer 

timeframe from the deliverability testing’s outcome and the final bid date would be critical for 

proponents to manage site control, council resolution, financing, procurement commitments, 

as well as any unexpected changes, to finalize project modeling on time. 

- We strongly request the IESO update all information contained in this current report after the  

LT1-RFP's bids opening. 

- Please provide the GIS information of all substations and circuits that the IESO recommend to 

be “avoided.” In addition, general GIS information and maps that delineate interconnection 

room and limitations by zone (e.g., zonal capacity limits...) would be tremendously helpful for 

proponents seeking site control and stakeholdering with landowners.    
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